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Overview

Our aim is to develop a general framework for answering to the question
“What is a logical constant?”.

This framework will be based on a computational account, which in turn will be
inspired by a proof-theoretic point of view.

The bridge between the proof-theoretic level and the computational level will be
assured by a generalization of the proofs-as-programs correspondance (i.e. the
Curry-Howard correspondance), in the lines of Girard’s Geometry of Interaction.
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Meaning and logicality

Our starting point is the observation that when a proof-theoretic account of
linguistic expressions is adopted, the question of the meaning of these
expressions is often conflated with the question of their logicality.

More precisely, it is not clear how we should interpret the situation in which the
inference rules for a given expression (say, a connective) satisfy a certain
proof-theoretic condition, namely, the condition of harmony (Dummett 1991).
Should we consider this expression as a proper logical constant or simply as a
meaningful expression (without necessarily being a logical one)?

The conflation between these two questions seems to be originated from the fact
that someone like Dummett – one of the fathers of proof-theoretic semantics –
considered them as tightly connected:

Harmony [...] can be demanded only when [inference] rules are held
completely to determine the meanings of the logical constants. It was,
indeed, suggested as a (very strict) criterion for an operator’s being a
logical constant that its meaning is completely determined by the rules
of inference governing it. (Dummett 1991: 286–287)

The reason of this tight connection is due to the fact that proofs – as well as the
inference rules composing them – are taken to be contentful acts, namely,
linguistic justifications of certain assertions.
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Disentangling meaning from logicality

Here, we aim at disentangling the question of meaning from the question of
logicality, and focus only on the second one.

In order to do so, we will adopt a formalist point of view, according to which we
will not reason on proofs as contentful acts, but we will reason on their formal
counterparts.

More precisely, we will work with proofs as formal objects, whose form (i.e.
structure) is determined by certain operations sharing some common features
with the inferential steps of the contentual proofs.

Our claim is that these formal objects eventually correspond to a particular kind
of mathematical objects. The question of logicality becomes then a question of
isolating a specific class of these mathematical objects: those which are
constructed by means of operations manifesting an invariant behavior with
respect to some given conditions.

In this respect, our project shares some similarities with Tarski’s
logicality-as-invariance programme (see Tarski 1986). However, the crucial
difference is that we will not consider set-theoretic objects but computational
ones: our proof-objects correspond indeed to programs.
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An untyped perspective

Another crucial aspect of our project is to take computational objects that are
untyped.

Types are not taken as primitive, but they are defined as sets of untyped
(computational) objects sharing some common behavior.

More precisely, any operation ∗ used for defining a new type A ∗B from two
given types A and B should be induced by an operation between the untyped
objects of A and those of B.

What we want to do is to establish some conditions allowing us to select among
these operations on untyped objects those that can be considered as logical.
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The harmony condition

Traditionally, the fundamental condition required for building a proof-theoretic
semantics is the existence of a harmonic balance between what is needed in
order to have the right to assert a certain (complex) sentence and what is
allowed to draw from that sentence.

When the inference rules governing the assertion conditions are framed by the
natural deduction rules, then the previous idea can be specified in terms of
Prawitz’s inversion principle. According to this principle we have that

[...] by an application of an elimination rule one essentially only
restores what had been established if the major premiss of the
application was inferred by an application of an introduction rule.
(Prawitz 1965: 33)

In order words, whatever can be drawn from the conclusion of the elimination
rules for a certain connective c should not exceed what can already be drawn
from the premisses of the introduction rules for c.

As Sundholm (2004: 454) remarks, this condition straightforwardly leads “[...] to
a resurrection of the old idea that the validity of an inference resides in the
analytic containment of the conclusion in the premisses”. And if one accept that
what is logical is analytical, then it is easy to see why the harmony condition has
been taken to be a logicality condition.
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The harmony condition: An example

Consider the natural deduction rules for implication:

[A]

...

B →I

A → B

A → B A →E

B

These rules satisfy Prawitz’s inversion principle, since a detour (or a local peak)
of the following kind

n

[A]

D1

B
→I (n)

A → B

D2

A →E

B

reduces to

D2

[A]

D1

B

We can therefore consider that the rules for the implication are harmonious.
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Harmony and the Curry-Howard correspondance

The Curry-Howard correspondance allows us to decorate the rules for
implication with λ-terms:

[x : A]

...

t : B →I

λx.t : A → B

t : A → B u : A →E

(t)u : B

The satisfaction of the harmony condition corresponds to the reduction of a
β-redex, i.e. to one step in the execution of a program (written in λ-calculus):

n

[x : A]

D1

t : B
→I (n)

λx.t : A → B

D2

u : A →E

(λx.t)u : B

❀β

D2

[u : A]

D1

t[u/x] : B

When closed (typed) λ-terms are considered, the strong normalization theorem
guarantees that successive applications of β-reduction always allow one to reach
a value, that is, a term in canonical form (i.e. a term beginning with a
λ-abstraction). We can then speak of the evaluation of a program.

This fact, together with the uniqueness of the normal form (guaranteed by the
Church-Rosser property), justifies the idea of looking at programs as functions.
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The satisfaction of the harmony condition corresponds to the reduction of a
β-redex, i.e. to one step in the execution of a program (written in λ-calculus):

n

[x : A]

D1

t : B
→I (n)

λx.t : A → B

D2

u : A →E

(λx.t)u : B

❀β

D2

[u : A]

D1

t[u/x] : B

When closed (typed) λ-terms are considered, the strong normalization theorem
guarantees that successive applications of β-reduction always allow one to reach
a value, that is, a term in canonical form (i.e. a term beginning with a
λ-abstraction). We can then speak of the evaluation of a program.

This fact, together with the uniqueness of the normal form (guaranteed by the
Church-Rosser property), justifies the idea of looking at programs as functions.
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Extension to conjunction

What we said for the implication also holds for the conjunction.
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Extension to conjunction

What we said for the implication also holds for the conjunction.

We can extend λ-calculus with the operations of pairing and projections, and
have the following rules decoration:

t1 : A1 t2 : A2
∧I

〈t1, t2〉 : A1 ∧ A2

t : A1 ∧ A2
∧I (i ∈ {1, 2})

πi : Ai
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t1 : A1 t2 : A2
∧I

〈t1, t2〉 : A1 ∧ A2
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The detour reduction for conjunction induces an extension of β-reduction:

D1

t1 : A1

D2

t2 : A2
∧I

〈t1, t2〉 : A1 ∧ A2
∧Ei

πi(〈t1, t2〉) : Ai

❀β

Di
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Formulas and types

In the previous examples, the formulas of propositional logic play the role of
types for the (pure) λ-terms (according to a Curry-style typing).

Formulas are defined according to a syntax which is established in advance and
independently of the λ-terms, and types simply follow this syntactical hierarchy.

In particular, the connectives used for constructing formulas/types have also
been established in advance and independently of the λ-terms.

But if our aim is to characterize logical connectives from a computational point
of view, it seems then reasonable to give a computational definition of the
connectives.

The first step in this direction is to characterize types starting from pure (and
thus untyped) λ-terms.

The idea is not to have ready-made types, but to let them emerge from the
interaction between λ-terms.
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A computational definition of types

Set of terms Λ
t := x |λx.t | (t)t | 〈t, t〉 |π1(t) |π2(t)

Evaluation contexts Σ

C( ) := ( )t1 . . . tn |π1( ) |π2( )

SN := the set of strongly β-normalizable λ-terms.

Definition (Orthogonality)

t‹C( ) if and only if C(t) ∈ SN .

(See Riba 2009)

The set of contexts Σ can be seen as the set of all possible tests for a certain
program t. When orthogonality holds it means that t passes one of these tests:
t is successfully evaluated in C() since the evaluation process (always) terminates
by reaching a normal form.

Let A ⊂ Λ, then A
‹ = {C( ) | t‹C( ), for all t ∈ A}.

Let E ⊂ Σ, then E
‹ = {t | t‹C( ), for all C( ) ∈ E}.
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A computational definition of types

When A ⊂ Λ is orthogonal with E ⊂ Σ this means that the elements of A
behave in the same manner when tested with the elements of E. We can thus
say that the set E allows one to characterize the type of the elements forming A.

A set A ⊂ Λ corresponds to a type if and only if there exists a set E ⊂ Σ, such
that A = E

‹. This is equivalent to

Definition (Type)

A ⊂ Λ is a type if and only if A = A
‹‹.

The two following sets are types

A → B = {t | (t)u ∈ B, for all t ∈ A}‹‹

A ∧B = {t |π1(t) ∈ A and π2(t) ∈ B}‹‹
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Criticism 1: lack of generality

If we want our framework to be general enough, we should be able to introduce
new arbitrary operations directly on the pure (i.e. untyped) λ-terms.

But what does it guide us in the definition of these new operations?

Consider for instance the case in which we want to define a new type
corresponding to a modality. Which operations on the untyped terms should we
introduce?

We can observe that these extensions of the λ-calculus are often made by adding
some ad hoc operations. E.g. in Bierman and de Paiva (2000) the inference rules
for the ✷ of (intuitionistic) S4 are decorated in the following terms:

u1 : ✷A1 . . . uk : ✷Ak

[x1 : ✷A1, . . . , xk : ✷Ak]

...
t : A

✷I

box t with ~u in ~x : ✷A

t : ✷A
t : ✷E

unbox(t) : A

Here, the operations box and unbox just mimic the form of the inference rules
acting on the formulas, and it seems quite hard to justify their introduction
independently of the inference rules for ✷.

The formulas/types level is therefore taken as prior with respect to the
computational one. We are thus departing from the idea of defining types and
connectives starting from the computational and untyped level.
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Criticism 2: lack of stability

However, even if we can find a way of justifying the introduction of operations
like box and unbox without passing through the inference rules in advance, still
some problems remain.

In a framework like the one based on λ-calculus, the notion of execution
(evaluation) is not a stable one: the introduction of new operations on λ-terms
imposes a modification (or better, an extension) of this notion.

Consider again the previous example. Once the operations box and unbox are
added, the notion of β-reduction has to be modified by extending it with a new
rewrite rule, i.e.

unbox(box t with ~u in ~x) ❀β t[~u/~x]

In the very same way, the notion of orthogonality becomes unstable because
when new programs are considered, a modification of the set of evaluation
contexts is required.
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Summing up the problem

Our starting point was to give a computational characterization to the
proof-theoretic notion of harmony and use it in order to establish a
computational criterion of logicality.

We have seen that this computational characterization corresponds to the notion
of (program) execution.

However, the way in which we represented programs (i.e. through the λ-calculus
and its extensions) does not guarantee to have a stable notion of execution.

We thus lack a stable notion on which grounding the question of logicality.
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Shifting of paradigms: proofs

In fact, looking back at the proof-theoretic level, this lack of stability is not
really astonishing.

As we have seen, the notion of harmony is traditionally captured by the notion
of detour-reduction in the natural deduction setting.

Now, in natural deduction the notion of detour is also not a stable one: every
time that a new connective is introduced, new inference rules are added, and a
new detour can be defined.

But if we consider the sequent calculus setting this problem can be avoided: each
detour can be replaced by the use of one and the same rule, i.e. the cut rule.

More precisely, in sequent calculus, a detour for a certain connective ∗ takes the
form of the following configuration:

D1 ∗R
Γ ⊢ A

D2 ∗L
∆, A ⊢ C

Cut
Γ,∆ ⊢ C

where ∗ is the principal connective of A.
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Shifting of paradigm: programs

The first step towards the definition of a new untyped computational setting
(alternative to λ-calculus) is then to specify a uniform notion of execution
modeled upon the notion of cut elimination.

The second step consists in considering a new kind of computational untyped
objects emerging from a geometrical interpretation of proofs (Girard 1989).

The characterization of these objects will not enter into the traditional functional
paradigm. However, it will be still possible to consider them as programs, since
two fundamental features used for charactering programs can be specified:

1. execution;

2. termination.

The notion of termination will be essentially linked with a new definition of the
notion of orthogonality. This new definition will be a uniform one, and it will
not correspond anymore to the extraction of a value.
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A geometrical representation of proofs

Consider the following proof:

Ax
P ⊢ P

Ax
Q ⊢ Q

∧R

P,Q ⊢ P ∧Q,R
Ax

R ⊢ R
∧R

P,Q,R ⊢ (P ∧Q) ∧ R
∧L

P,Q ∧ R ⊢ (P ∧Q) ∧ R
∧L

P ∧ (Q ∧R) ⊢ (P ∧Q) ∧R
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A one-sided formulation of sequent calculus can be considered.
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⊢ (P ∧Q) ∧ R,∼ P,∼ Q∨ ∼ R

∨
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Here, every atom (P,Q,R) comes with its dual (∼ P,∼ Q,∼ R), and formulas
are considered up to the De Morgan dualities.
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The rules considered are in the multiplicative format, and since no structural
rules are applied, we can adopt the language of MLL.
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Each rule can be replaced by a link relating the active formulas of the rule (this
link takes the form of a directed hyperedge, where the formulas are its vertices).
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A geometrical representation of proofs

Consider the following proof:

•P •∼ P

•

•Q •∼ Q

•

•R •∼ R

•

•
⊗

•P ⊗Q

L R

•
⊗

•
(P ⊗Q)⊗R

L R

• •

•
`

•∼ Q` ∼ R

L R

•

•

•
`

•
∼ P ` (∼ Q` ∼ R)

L R
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A geometrical representation of proofs

Consider the following proof:

•1 •2
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•3 •4
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A geometrical representation of proofs: Some properties

It is possible to construct hypergraphs that do not correspond to any sequent
calculus proof. E.g.

• •

•

• •

•

• •

•

•
⊗

•

L R
•
⊗

•

L R

•
⊗

•

L R
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Correctness criterion for graphs

A correctness criterion for graphs is needed.

It is possible to define a way to go through the nodes of a hypergraph coinciding
with some property which allows one to identify only those graphs corresponding
to sequentializable proofs: e.g. the possibility of passing through all the nodes of
a hypergraph using only one cycle (long trips criterion; see Girard 1987, 1988).
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From proofs to permutations: An example

•P •∼ P

•

•Q •∼ Q

•

•R •∼ R

•

•
⊗

•P ⊗Q

L R

•
⊗

•
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L R

• •
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`
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`

•
∼ P ` (∼ Q` ∼ R)

L R
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Generalizing the axiom link

As we said, we want to define a uniform notion of execution resting on the cut
elimination procedure.

The standard cut elimination strategy consists in pushing the cuts upwards to
the axiom rules. We will then concentrate on the axiomatic part of proofs.

We have seen that the way of going through the axiom links induces a
permutation on the the axiomatic part of a proof. This permutation corresponds
to a disjoint union of transpositions.

Here, we want to take a generalized form of the axiom rule allowing one to
introduce an arbitrary number of atoms. This rule is called a daimon (Girard
2001) and its corresponding axiom link takes the form:

• • . . . • •

•
σ

1 2 n− 1 n

Figure : Daimon Link

This daimon link is associated with a cyclic permutation of its vertices.
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Untyped proofs

Since permutations can always be written as a product of cycles, the daimon
link allows us to write any permutation.

This fact justifies the following definition:

Definition (Untyped proof)

An untyped proof is a pair a = 〈X,σ〉, where:

1. X ∈ ℘f (N) \ {∅} is called the location of a;

2. σ is a permutation on X.

We show now how the notions of execution and that of termination can be
defined for untyped proofs.
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Composition: An example

Consider the two untyped proofs a = 〈{1, 2, 3, 4}, (1, 2, 4, 3)〉 and b = 〈{1, 2}, id〉:

1 2 3 4 1 2
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Composition: An example

Their composition is obtained by plugging them together:

1 2 3 4

This operation is analogue to the application of a cut between two proofs.
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Execution: An example

The execution of this application gives as result:

1 2 3 4
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Execution: An example

The execution of this application gives as result:

3 4

Execution corresponds to cut elimination.
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Looping executions

Sometimes the composition of untyped proofs can generate “internal” cycles
(loops).
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Looping executions

The execution of the composition brings to

1 2 3 4
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Looping executions

The execution of the composition brings to

1 2 3 4

The presence of internal cycles means that the computation does not terminate.
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Terminating executions

We have in particular the following definition:

Definition (Termination)

The execution of a composition terminates if there is no internal cycles.

The notion of composition can thus be specified by integrating that of
termination:

Definition (Composition)

Let be a = 〈X ∪ Y, σ〉 and b = 〈Y, τ 〉, with X ∩ Y = ∅ and let πX be the partial
identity on X.
The composition of a to b is defined when no internal cycles appear (i.e. τσ is
nilpotent) and it is then defined as:

[a b] = 〈X,σ † τ 〉

where
σ † τ = πX(σ ∪ στσ ∪ στστσ . . .)πX
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A different paradigm of computation

Termination does not necessarily means that a value is obtained.

E.g. the composition of two untyped proofs having the same location, a = 〈X,σ〉
and b = 〈X, τ 〉, gives [a b] = 〈∅, τσ〉, which is not an untyped proof.

We have to focus then on which kind of permutation could be τσ.

Definition (Orthogonality)

Two untyped proofs a = 〈X,σ〉 and b = 〈X, τ 〉 are orthogonal (a‹b) if and only if τσ
is a cyclic permutation.

This means that a program a is tested (“confronted”) with another one b, and
that b is “accepted” by a and vice versa (i.e. a passes the test of b and b passes
the test of a).

More intuitively, a composition between two untyped proofs with same location
can be seen as an interaction between two programs; the fact of being
orthogonal means that the interaction “has gone well”.

This captures the idea that programs are procedures allowing one to interact
with some external environment, namely, with other programs.
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From untyped proofs to types

The fact that a set of untyped proofs T is orthogonal with another set of
untyped proofs S means that the objects of T behave in the same manner when
tested with the elements of S.

The behavior of an untyped proofs corresponds indeed to its type.

Therefore, a set of untyped proofs T corresponds to a type if and only if it exists
another set S, such that

T = S‹ = {a | a‹b, for all b ∈ S}

This is equivalent to

Definition (Type)

A subset A of S(X) equal to its bi-orthogonal A‹‹ is called a type (of carrier X).

Remark

1. An untyped proof can belong to different types.

2. This is not an inductive notion of type: there is no notion of atomic type.
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Logical and non-logical operations

Since our untyped objects are mathematical ones, we have more freedom in
defining operations on them: any mathematical operation is in principle
available.

Every operation on untyped proofs allows one to define an operation on types.
For instance, if g(x, y) defines an untyped proofs from two untyped proofs x and
y, we define the operation on types

g∗(A,B) = {g(x, y) | x ∈ A, y ∈ B}‹‹

Given a type it is always possible to define its orthogonal at the level of types.
However, the latter cannot always be expressed through an operation over
untyped proofs.

Minimal logicality condition

An operation on types will be a logical constant when both it and its dual
(corresponding to the orthogonal type) have a computational ground, i.e. when they
are both defined by operations on untyped proofs.

A computational harmony between operations on untyped proofs is then assured
(cf. the similarity with the harmony between let and right rules in sequent
calculus).
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Non-logical operations: An example

Take an untyped proof a = 〈X,σ〉 and define the operation of square
exponentiation:

a
2 = 〈X,σ2〉

Given a type A, the square operation over untyped proofs induces the new type:

�A = {a2 | a ∈ A}‹‹

Let us now take a look at some examples:

The sets F2 = {〈{1, 2}, id〉} and F3 = {〈{1, 2, 3}, id〉} are types.

In particular, we have

C2 = {〈{1, 2}, (1, 2)〉} = F
‹

2

C3 = {〈{1, 2, 3}, (1, 2, 3)〉, 〈{1, 2, 3}, (1, 3, 2)〉} = F
‹

3

These equalities are satisfied: �F2 = F2, �C2 = F2, �F3 = F3, �C3 = C3.
Hence (�C2)

‹ = C2 and (�C3)
‹ = F3
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Non-logical operations: An example

There is not a general and unique operation over permutations allowing us to
define (�A)‹, for every type A.

This operation should be an operation f on permutations, such that if
b = 〈X, τ 〉 ∈ A

‹, then 〈X, f(τ )〉 ∈ (�A)‹.

This means that f should respect the following condition: for every
a = 〈X,σ〉 ∈ A and b = 〈X, τ 〉 ∈ A

‹, if τσ is cyclic then f(τ )σ2 is cyclic.

However, it is not possible to define such a f for every type A.
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A logical operation

Let us define T (A) = {〈X, τ−1〉 | 〈X, τ 〉 ∈ A}‹‹.

We then have that (T (A))‹ = T (A‹). The minimal logicality principle is
satisfied.

This construction on types also satisfies other properties. E.g.

◮ It preserves correctness: the inverse of a disjoint union of transpositions is a
disjoint union of transpositions;

◮ It is “natural”: if σ ⊂ τ , then σ−1 ⊂ τ−1;

The operator T transform a type into another type, namely the same type.

At the sequent calculus level, this operator is governed by the following rules:

⊢ A
⊢ T (A)

⊢ A‹

⊢ T (A‹)
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By way of conclusion (1): Logicality in the untyped framework

As we said, the logicality condition that we imposed is a minimal one.

Other properties of untyped proofs can be taken into account in order to shape a
stronger logicality criterion. We mentioned for instance the following properties:

◮ the preservation of correctness, i.e. given an untyped proof a = 〈X, σ〉, a has to be
a disjoint union of transpositions, namely σ2 = Id and σ(x) 6= x for all x ∈ X;

◮ “naturality”, i.e. the preservation of inclusion in case of permutations;

◮ . . .

The untyped framework we presented seems to be rich enough for entailing a
pluralist perspective.
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By way of conclusions (2): Programs in the untyped framework

Our way of linking untyped proofs as permutations to programs has been an
indirect one: we showed that a notion of execution and a notion of termination
can be defined for permutations.

However, as far as we know, permutations are not mathematical entities
standardly used in order to represent programs.

A much more standard way to do so (in particular when the evolution of
programs has to be described) is to use graphs.

In fact, an alternative way of presenting untyped proofs consists in using a
particular kind of graphs: the interaction graphs (Seiller 2012, 2016).

Interaction graphs are extremely expressive as they allow one to capture not
only λ-calculus, but also non-deterministic automata and parallel random-access
machines (Seiller 2018, Pellissier and Seiller 2019).
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